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service through regional subsidiaries in Europe, USA,

invests its energy in every aspect of systems with special

South America and Asia.

light sources. For more than 40 years, IST Metz has been

UV is breaking new ground
in the production of tinplate

True to the company’s slogan “energy in light”, IST Metz

10

producing systems for curing printing materials and

Creative and award-winning print products or services in

coatings using UV light. The core expertise, however, has

application technology are also part of our core expertise.

long stood for more than just the traditional UV lamp

For example, we offer a comprehensive programme of

technology. We encompass LED development and products,

training and seminars in our in-house transfer centre. This

excimer technology, hot-air infrared technology products,

enables our customers to experience the efficient curing

a comprehensive aftersales service and an international

of printer inks using IST Metz’s UV or LED technology

network of excellence, consisting of 14 sales and service

during practical printing trials. This can also be done at

outlets.

the “UV Days” which were initiated by IST itself in 2002. The
event was the first international happening focusing on
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PUR(e) expertise – Hot Coating

Since May 2015, this has also included Integration

UV printing. We regularly present our technical expertise

Technology Ltd (ITL). The company that specialises in

and our global network there. Every two years, we present

digital printing was founded in 2000 and is located in

the latest developments for UV and LED in the print and

Upper Heyford (near Oxford) in the UK. The acquisition of

industrial sector live on site, together with well-known

ITL means gaining further expertise, particularly in LED

exhibitors for visitors to see, touch and take away with them.

technology. Together with Integration Technology Ltd

What is unique about the internal exhibition is its practical

(ITL), we offer the largest portfolio of UV and LED curing

focus: the many possibilities offered by UV technology are

systems, as well as further curing solutions for sheetfed,

demonstrated each time by a printing product developed in

narrow web, wide web, converting, digital printing, bonding

house. We broke our own records once again in 2017 with

and a variety of further industrial applications. Just like

over 900 visitors from 33 countries. The next UV Days are

IST Metz itself, ITL also guarantees a fast and global

to take place from May 13 to 16, 2019.

PAGE 24

process combined with excimer
technology

18

Excimer technology

22

Eau de parfum meets
UV technology

UV Days 2019
Save the date

26
Visit us at the UV Days and
register now free of charge at
www.ist-uv.com/uvdays

We are expecting up to a 1000 trade visitors and around 40 exhibitors
from across the world to attend the ninth showing of our in-house exhibition.

UV DAILY
Flexible packaging
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Editorial
ALLEZ LES BLEUS
Dr. Robert Sänger
Head of Engineering
IST Metz GmbH

Legal details

Dear Reader,

Learn everything about our visit to the Swiss family-run

The colour blue symbolises science and precision; it conveys

company from page ten. Whether it’s the food, cosmetics

constancy in a rapidly changing world. Therefore, the colour

or tobacco industry, the individual possibilities are endless,

ultra-marine blue is quite rightly IST Metz’s primary colour.

not just in metal decorating. The design opportunities are

Our existence over several decades is testament to our

also virtually infinite in flexible packaging. New designs,

constancy. Today’s IST Metz GmbH was founded back in

finishes and innovations play an increasingly important

1977 and has developed from a niche business to become

role, particularly at the point of sale. Read in the UV Daily

a global corporate group over that period. We have also

(page 32) about all the places we come into contact with

Co-ordination: Andreas Bosse, Marketing & Communication IST Metz GmbH

remained constant at all times as far as precision and

flexible packaging in our everyday life, and what makes UV

Editorial:

Katharina Clewing, Marketing & Communication IST Metz GmbH,

quality are concerned. IST Metz was awarded “Global leader

technology particularly attractive here.

Klemens Ehrlitzer, Flexible Kommunikation

in UV curing systems” at the start of this year.

Layout:

KREAVIS advertising agency, www.kreavis.com

LED printing:

CD 102-7+LX, LEDcure, LAMPcure, UV transfer centre, IST Metz GmbH

In the industrial section, we regularly demonstrate the
We have therefore written “Allez les Bleus” on the flags

wide variety of applications for UV technology in industrial

for this issue, and because our subsidiary IST France

applications. From page 18 on, read all about the ‘Hot

The content of the articles does not always reflect the opinion of the publisher.

celebrates its 35th anniversary this year. We made the

Coating’ process in an interview with Rainer Kampwerth

All rights are reserved. Reprinting, even as extracts, and electronic processing

first step towards becoming a global player in 1983 with

from Kleiberit, plastics manufacturer from the Baden

are not permitted without the publisher’s consent. IST and the products/services

the foundation of IST France. Based in Viry-Châtillon near

town of Weingarten. When woodworking in decorative

BLK, MBS, FLC, FLC, URS and ELC are registered trademarks of IST Metz GmbH.

Paris, our colleagues at IST France have been guaranteeing

applications, when creating flooring or also when working

our French customers a fast and expert service since then.

sheet type materials, using Hot Coating can save a layer in

France is the country in which everything began for us on

the structure. In addition to this, you will learn everything

the international front. In this booklet, we would therefore

about physically matting surfaces using excimer technology

Do not miss out on any further issue of the SPECIALIST and request your own

like to give you an understanding of the country, people and

from IST Metz on the following pages.

subscription now. You will find electronic versions of former issues under the

our subsidiary company (from page 26).

Free subscription

following link: www.ist-uv.com/specialist
The importance of the role of UV technology from IST Metz
You can terminate the subscription without notice at any time at:

across national borders is also shown by the user report

specialist@ist-uv.com.

in the section about printing. We visited our global Swiss

6

customer Hoffmann Neopac and discussed the features and

I hope this makes for an inspiring read for you.

benefits of UV technology in metal decorating with them.

Yours Dr Robert Sänger
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User report:

UV is breaking new ground
in the production of tinplate

The family-run Swiss traditional
company Hoffmann Neopac has
operated in packaging for more
than 125 years. The area “Hoffmann
the Tin”, with offices in Thun in
Switzerland, focuses on printed
tinplate packaging and has been
using UV technology since 2002.
IST Metz was on a visit to its customer
and discussed the benefits of UV
curing in metal decorating and the
longstanding cooperation. Read the
detailed reports from page ten.

UV is breaking new ground
in the production of tinplate
Hoffmann Neopac benefits from the many years’ experience
with UV curing in metal decorating – IST Metz as technology
partner from the company’s inception

Metal is a packaging material for the future. Branded

Packaging has been Hoffmann Neopac AG’s core

sprint model, was also equipped with

cured inline. Mario Werner, sales

such a way that we are always able

companies often use metal packaging if a product is to be

business for more than 125 years. The tinplate containers

UV technology from IST Metz as part

manager for metal decorating at

to manufacture new cans, which

of the expansion investment.

IST Metz, does not know of any other

meet the ink quality requirements,

printing company with a comparable

particularly around narrow radii”.

well protected with a high quality presentation. It is also

manufactured in Thun (Switzerland) for the food, tobacco

sustainable, as it is 100 percent recyclable without any

and confectionary industry are defined especially by

loss of quality. With a high quality finish, it ensures a high

the decoration, Michael Wagner explains. The intervals

level of attention from consumers. Hoffmann Neopac AG

“The

combination

technical

arrangement. The second curing unit

in which the marketing departments of the customers

versatility and our many years’

opens up particular opportunities

The

with water-based varnishes.

necessary expertise to do this over

in Thun in Switzerland has already been using UV

present new designs are getting shorter all the time. For

experience

technology since 2002 to be able to achieve a wide range

certain products, it is usual for the templates to change

enables a very flexible production

of individual models. Michael Wagner, COO of the company,

twice a year. Decorative elements, e.g. matt/gloss effects,

process”, says Urs Mauerhofer. “It

and Production Manager Urs Mauerhofer explain the

are increasingly in demand. The print technology systems

is a fundamental condition in order

benefits achieved by using UV curing and the longstanding

are designed for this.

to actually achieve all the effects

‚Managing ‘visco-elastic’
properties of the ink
systems

that our customers offer”.

The extrusion of metallic packaging,

co-operation with UV provider, IST Metz.

with

of
UV

printing

which

Food-compliant packaging
Both

Achieving the optimum
in each case using UV

printing

presses

have

in

some

cases

is

company

has

devised

the

many years. These results are not
achievable with conventional curing
systems.
.

also

combined with mechanical expansion

Changeover to UV
has paid off
Looking back, the decision to opt

a

for complex and unusual can shapes,

for UV printing has proved itself a

double stack in the delivery. The

presents the ink layer with a major

milestone in terms of heat and energy.

performance setting. As the energy

output, adequate curing and cooling

consequently lower stack means

challenge. It cannot be too brittle or

Thanks to the reduction from seven

input can be controlled effectively,

zones are to be ensured for up to

less

too flexible to prevent the ink from

curing ovens at that time to today’s

with

a

minimum

bonding

pressure,

thereby

The company had taken the plunge

production

of

8000 boards an hour. The UV system

eliminating the risk of marking-

breaking or ‘bleeding out’. Exactly the

two and two multicolour printing

virtually 20 years ago to reject

curing performance can be achieved

proves to be significantly more

off and ghosting effects. A varnish

right dose should therefore be used

presses, Hoffmann Neopac has been

traditional thermal curing when it

wherever the combinations of ink and

economical even in terms of service

tower is installed next to the offset

to cure the inks and varnishes.

able to achieve a noticeable decrease

installed its first multicolour printing

varnish will allow. The space required

and repair costs.

print works in the second print line,

Michael

which has an additional IR drier with

challenge:

Wagner

describes

the

press and equipped the new facility

is also significantly lower compared

solely with UV curing. IST Metz was

with thermal curing. In modern

The positive experience made with the

a hot-air-knife system. According to

established as the supplier for this.

machines, even in compact models,

system led to a complete changeover

Urs Mauerhofer, with the integrated

The decisive features when selecting

these are often 20 metres in length.

to UV printing in 2007. A second

flexible varnishing unit, dispersion

process

the UV system include the variable

Ultimately, at today’s usual printing

machine, also a Roland 900 series

coatings can also be applied and

properties of the ink systems in

10

in energy consumption. As a Swiss
company, the business benefits from
the fact that the Swiss VOC incentive

“Our aim throughout the production
is

to

manage

the

tax, which has to be paid when using
solvents, ceases to apply when VOCfree UV inks are used.

11

One less printing operation
thanks to UV

carefree package in the form of an

After replacement of the UV lamps,

play in achieving the long service

are able to play off against their

endurance test for the layers of ink

individual service contract with IST

Hoffmann

measures

times. The UV systems use URS-type

competitors. Tinplate cans generally

in the embossed areas. The technical

Neopac

Hoffmann Neopac has developed

Metz. This includes the complete

what output they still have after a

reflectors, which demonstrate a high

give products a higher intrinsic

equipment in production has a key

an innovative process for direct

replacement of the lamps once a year

year. The measurements of the

level of reflection in the UV range

value than plastic containers, for

role to play, Michael Wagner explains.

metal decoration, made possible by

as part of preventative maintenance.

replaced lamps generally lie in the

and prevent an excessive increase in

example. Metal decorating requires

using IST’s UV system. By effectively

Thereafter, the system is again in

region of 92 per cent – a value that

temperature. IST Metz achieves both

considerable technical expertise to

controlling the lamp systems, the

operation 365 days around the clock.

is able to guarantee completely

through a multilayer structure that is

achieve a comparable image with

concentrates on UV technology,

surface energy of a tinplate sheet is

Unplanned stoppage times to replace

reliable production. Regular and

manufactured in the vacuum process.

print and finish effects with other

allowing a variety of print and

influenced in such a way that printing

individual

proper cleaning of the lamps and

Reflectors are replaced at Hoffmann

types of packaging, e.g. collapsible

finishes, with which we are also

takes place without first applying

avoided.

the reflectors has a major role to

Neopac if a rise in temperature in the

boxes. Hoffmann Neopac supports

able

a primer. The company received a

coolant circuit indicates a reduction

agencies that have little experience

unusual

European-wide patent (EP 2 428

in reflective power.

with metal packaging using design

quality. We have already been

lamps

are

therefore

359 B1) for the process in 2012. The
to date to carry out direct metal

Design consulting tailored
to the ‘metal environment’

decoration based on this method.

For

company in Thun is the only user

Service contract as an allround carefree package

branded

companies,

it

“Our

machine

to

meet

arrangement

our

customers’

requirements

in

top

consultancy. Alongside a high quality

able to win prizes in a number of

print image and different varnishes,

competitions with them.”

customers also value the textured
is

effects, in some cases, in the form of

essential that a packaging supplier

embossments. In tinplate packaging,

offers attractive options that they

they

represent

a

particular

Ease of use, alongside output control,
was a further deciding factor in
favour of IST Metz for Hoffmann
Neopac. Quick lamp changes also
played an important role. Moreover,
only original UV lamps from IST Metz
are used in Thun today. The company

Printing tinplate sheets requires special experience

has found that its service life is

because of the material’s properties and the special

higher by a factor of 5 to 7 compared

appearance.

with contract manufacturers. This
is one of the reasons why we have
now entered into a virtually all-round,

Your SPECIALIST Mario Werner
Sales manager for the metal decorating industry,
IST Metz

“Metal decorating would not be
what it is today if it wasn‘t for
UV technology”
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Lower stacks are formed by double stacking in the
delivery, thereby reducing the risk of marking-off and
ghosting effects.

13

Recyclable metal packaging

able to familiarise themselves with

or later, digital printing systems will

As

this benefit, the company provides

be used and, with them, LED curing.

a

manufacturer

packaging,

of

Hoffmann

metallic
Neopac

information on its own website

IST Metz is one of the providers of

points to the beneficial properties

(www.metaliseternal.com) about the

such systems. This trend would see

of the material for recycling. As it

durability of metal as a packaging

a significant boost, according to

is endlessly recyclable, it enables

material.

Michael Wagner, if the manufacturers

a sustainable use of resources

of printing and LED systems together

and helps to avoid waste. The

Even though Michael Wagner expects

with the ink industry were to develop

EU Commission only talks about

there to be fewer large printing

an integrated overall system. This

‘permanent packaging material’ in the

presses on the shop floor in the future

could save users from learning the

case of two materials. One of these

when it comes to digital printing, they

hard way over the next few years.

is metal. So that end customers are

will not disappear entirely. Sooner

Michael Wagner (left), COO and Production Manager
Urs Mauerhofer (right) with Mario Werner from IST Metz
in front of the final curing stage with four UV units.

Traditional company focusing on
tubes and metal cans
Hoffmann Neopac AG is a family-run company located in
Thun in Switzerland. The company produces high quality
In addition to embossment, the can

metal and plastic packaging on five sites: cans at Hoffmann

also still has a metallic gloss effect

in Thun and at CMP in Holland, Polyfoil® and plastic tubes

for the Neos mini.

at Neopac in Switzerland and Hungary. International
pharma, cosmetics and consumer goods manufacturers
in the markets of Europe and North America feature
among the longstanding customers. The company recently
acquired the majority shareholding in 3D Technopack Ltd
from Mumbai, India, thereby securing a foothold in the
Asian market. With the new production facility in the US,
the company employs a workforce of more than 1000 and
has capacity for 1.3 billion tubes.

Source Hoffmann Neopac
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Interview:

PUR(e) expertise – Hot Coating
process combined with excimer
technology

Various trends have been apparent in the
wood market for some time: slight stagnation
in high-gloss coatings, but a rapid rise in
volumes for ultra-matted surfaces. Over
the following pages, our interview partner
Rainer Kampwerth will explain the crucial
role excimer technology has to play in terms
of the matt effect and scratch resistance, as
well as the Hot Coating process used by the
Kleiberit brand to position itself at the top of
the market.

Article:

Excimer technology

An excimer lamp denotes a source of ultraviolet light that generates bond breakage and
therefore reaction partners through its high
photon energy. On page 22, we explain the
functions and benefits of excimer technology
to you and provide you with an overview
of the wide range of excimer technology
applications used by IST Metz.

PUR(e) expertise – Hot Coating
process combined with excimer
technology
Rainer Kampwerth, sales manager for industrial
coatings at Klebchemie, talks to IST Metz about
the Hot Coating process using PUR functional
coating and matting with excimer technology in
the wood market.

IST Metz:

developments are planned here in

Mr Kampwerth, what requirements

future?

and changes does today’s wood

Brief résumé Rainer Kampwerth

What trends do you see with respect
to surfaces, in particular natural

market face?

Rainer Kampwerth:

Rainer Kampwerth:

reduce any environmentally relevant

Rainer Kampwerth:

We have seen that smaller batch sizes

substances.

consistently

I see a diversification there rather

have frequently been required for

reducing the number of products that

than any clear trends. We are
currently seeing a slight stagnation

Kleiberit is working hard to further
We

are

surfaces?

Rainer Kampwerth has been sales

some time now. Given the increasing

may have a negative impact upon

director for PUR Hot Coating &

demand for digital printing, the

the environment. To achieve this,

in high-standard, high gloss coatings.

industrial coatings at Klebchemie

reduction has gone down to a batch

we invest in the latest production

On the other hand, a rapid rise in

since 2011 and has worked in senior

size of one. The range of decorative

processes that will enable us to

ultra-matt surfaces is becoming

sales roles in the industrial varnishes

foils has continued to expand, which

formulate and produce completely

apparent.

Thanks

to

excimer

sector for more than 25 years. The

is certainly in some respect the

monomer or solvent-free in the

technology,

we

the

market

57-year old is married and has five

result of the availability of digitally

future, for example. We will also

leader in this sector and were the

children.

printed decorative foils. All in all,

intensively focus on the use of LED-

first to push ahead with industrial

these changes are nothing new in the

curable varnish systems. Signals

installations for engineered wood

market but have been foreseeable for

are coming from the raw materials

boards. We now have a dozen of such

Klebchemie
Klebchemie M.G. Becker GmbH & Co. KG was founded in Ebenhausen near

some time.

are

industry that indicate to us that it is

installations worldwide. This branch,

possible to formulate the varnishes

combined with the further growth in

Ingolstadt back in 1948. Around 500 employees currently work at the head

IST Metz:

today. That was not the case until a

digital decorative films, will keep us

office in the Baden town of Weingarten. The company employs a further

You have one of the world’s most

short time ago and we were therefore

busy over the next few years.

100 people in subsidiaries around the globe. The Kleiberit brand originates 100

up-to-date

and

innovative

still reliant upon classic UV-curable

per cent from Klebchemie M.G. Becker GmbH & Co. KG.

research

and

manufacturing

formulations. We will step up our

most

centres at the Weingarten site. What

18

IST Metz:

efforts in these areas.

19

IST Metz:

and then the topcoat. We refer to

edge is high. None of this occurs with

these for applications, such as profile

very matt degrees of gloss less than or

Even though excimer technology

The Hot Coating process is Kleiberit’s

the structure as a ‘classic three-

PUR Hot Coating.

wrapping externally or for skirtings

equal to five were also possible using

has been around for many years,

unique selling point. What is so

coat structure’, i.e. Hot Coating (PUR

chemical matting. These surfaces

I now see a breakthrough in this

adhesive), base varnish, topcoat. The

IST Metz:

or transition strips between rooms.

special about this?

user therefore saves a layer in the

What applications and areas of use

structure.

Rainer Kampwerth:
The

PUR

Hot

Coating

process

replaces adhesive primer and sanding
processes

to

achieve

significant

savings in the construction and
processing of a great many different
substrates. Kleiberit PUR has the
hot-coating

unique

selling

IST Metz:
What benefits does Hot Coating have

IST Metz:

were considered to be extremely

technology. We have a clear signal for

prone to scratches, however. The

Hot Coating technology that excimer

are suitable for the Hot Coating

There are two options for matting a

gloss levels are now highly scratch-

matting units will become an integral

process, alongside the ones already

substrate – chemical and physical

resistant and have anti-fingerprint

component of any new installation.

mentioned?

matting. Which of the two matting

and anti-grease properties thanks

process do you feel has the upper

to excimer technology. In short, the

IST Metz:

hand?

surfaces are matter as well as more

Mr Kampwerth, many thanks for your

resistant to scratches and grease.

time and this informative discussion.

to offer your customers?

Rainer Kampwerth:

Rainer Kampwerth:

finishing melamine-coated surfaces,

Rainer Kampwerth:

Hot Coating is used especially when

point

We clearly see significant benefits

for example, for MDF (medium density

The chemical matting materials have

when it comes to achieving particular

in the long-term plastic substance

fibreboard), chipboards or even ‘HPL

their place and probably always will

bonding values on sometimes critical

of the Hot Coating. This means our

compact’ (high pressure laminates)

have. However, physical matting,

substrates. Various materials could

product will not finally be glass

– in all cases, an extremely difficult

called excimer technology, has now

not even be coated with the process

hard and will not become brittle on

material,

considered

added levels of matting that have

in certain areas. With the Hot Coating

the outside, even when exposed to

to be virtually impossible to coat

been thought of as extremely difficult
or impossible until now. Even though

which

was

process for wood-based materials,

intensive UV radiation. It favourably

without pre-treatment. Kleiberit is

we speak of a three-coating process.

supports the seasonal expansion

able to apply its Hot Coating with an

We apply the PUR adhesive without

processes in facade and roof coating.

aluminium oxide to achieve abrasion

any form of pre-treatment of the

The Hot Coating process has a

values similar to laminates thanks

board, without primer and without

wonderful effect on the mechanical

to the process. In so doing, all PUR

sanding. After it comes out of the

processing of materials because it

properties that are very much in

press, the board is roughly cleaned

makes it possible also to mill, cut

demand in today’s flooring industry

with a brush. The Hot Coating is then

and drill melamine-coated boards,

are retained: softness, warmth and

applied directly. The base varnish

without the coating’s tendency to

low noise. We now operate four

follows that at best is cured with

chip. Decorative boards are very

industrial systems with the HPL

LED. Intermediate sanding follows

difficult to work; the risk that they will

compact and fibre-cement boards for

chip or of an unattractive machined

external facades. There is also the

Conventional
coating structure

Coating structure
with Hot Coating

entire field of sheet-type materials:
PVC, PE, OPP and paper (finish foils).
Our global customer base produces

Your SPECIALIST

UV topcoat

UV basecoat

UV topcoat

UV basecoat

Pana Vrettos
Sales manager industrial,
IST Metz

UV filler
Hot Coating

“Increases in productivity are achieved
with improved product quality thanks
to excimer technology”
20

UV primer

21

Excimer technology

Benefits of excimer technology

Configuration of a system with excimer

Excimer technology is highly developed today and allows

The main components of a UV matting system have already

From high gloss to a matt effect

short-wave UV radiation to be generated with a good

been mentioned. An excimer lamp for the folds and a

output density. Matting applications with correspondingly

medium-pressure lamp for final curing and an inertisation

in a matter of seconds

high processing speeds therefore exist for large surfaces.

unit with nitrogen are always present. In addition, there is a

The efficient radiation generated requires special solutions

further station for pre-gelling the varnish by pre-regulating

in lamp starter technology. These systems also continue to

the gloss level using special, long-wave medium-pressure

require a reliable inertisation of the process area, in order

lamps, LED lamps or other processes to influence the

to bring the radiation to the varnish surface as efficiently

viscosity of the varnish.

as possible. They offer matt surfaces of consistently high
quality as a result.

Energy (eV)

8,27

7,29

6,53

5,90

5,39

4,96

170

190

210

230

250

UV

Emission spectrum of an
Wavelength (nm)

A surface appears to us as matt if the light that strikes

150

excimer lamp with 172 nm.

20 years ago. In so doing, use was made of the fact that

the surface is not reflected in a definite direction as in the

very short-wave UV radiation has very high energy but only

case of a mirror, but is scattered as diffusely as possible

a low penetration depth in varnish coatings. A thin layer of

throughout room. It then does not matter from which

varnish cures very quickly on the surface over the liquid

direction we view a surface, it will always appear to be

substrate, causing it to shrink. The finely folded condition of

equally bright. We achieve this matt effect, either as a result

the surface can then be preserved by subsequently curing

of scattering in the volume, for example, by adding matting

the substrate using long-wave UV radiation. Medium-

The excimer technology from IST Metz
is used alongside wood applications in
further industrial sectors:

agents or through a roughened texturing of surfaces.

pressure emitters are used as UV lamps. Xenon excimer

• Cleaning & modification of surfaces in

One method of texturing UV-curing varnishes on the

lamps are a short-wave source for the folds in most cases.

the manufacture of displays and touch panels
• Bleaches in the textile and cellulose industry

surface so that they appear matt was developed more than

• Disinfection of air and water
• Matting of plastic parts
Your SPECIALIST
Robert Hecht
Sales manager industrial,
IST Metz

22

“Curing with excimer lamps produces
extremely matt surfaces that offer
high resistance to rub and scratches”

23
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Portrait:

Eau de parfum meets
UV technology

The 35-year anniversary of the first IST Metz
subsidiary, IST France SARL, is a reason for
the new range of services on every aspect of
our subsidiaries and their sites.
On page 26, learn why France was a suitable
location for the first foreign subsidiary, that
this country has so much more to offer than
croissants and baguettes, and what UV
technology and perfume have in common.

Eau de parfum
meets UV technology
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35 years of IST France: about clichés,
Europe in the Caribbean and the history
of the French subsidiary
Baguettes and croissants, the Eiffel Tower, tiny cafés at

20% of France’s land mass lies separate from the mainland

the corner of the street, Provence and haute couture – the

and even from Europe. The French islands of Martinique

picture of France is complete. Or is it? Not quite. In the

and Guadeloupe, for example, lie in the Caribbean. They

35th year of IST France, we take a look at our neighbour

are fully integrated parts of the French state and are

and our subsidiary. Even though it is situated in Western

therefore also part of the European Union. Together with

Europe, the French Republic, with its overseas islands and

Saint-Barthélemy and Saint-Martin, they form the French

territories, is spread across several continents. Around

West Indies.

km land area

Discover Europe in the Caribbean
Leave Paris, go on an eight-hour flight and still feel like
you are in Europe? That’s possible in the French West
Indies. Much reminds you of Europe. European flags

103,5
mobile phone contracts

and car registrations, a good infrastructure with wellconstructed roads, European department stores and, last
but not least, the currency. And yet, palm trees, white sandy
beaches and a turquoise sea are always in view. French

per 100 inhabitants

savoir vivre meets beautiful Caribbean beaches – this
combination is a draw, particularly for Europeans. Most of
the holidaymakers come from France, and the number of

users
85,6 internet
per inhabitants

cruise ships stopping off increases every year.

100
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High-calibre packaging printing
France’s feel for luxury and enjoyment is also reflected
in the large cosmetics industry. France is the world’s

Germany and France

undisputed number one, particularly when it comes to

The then German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and France’s former President

perfume. Appearance and touch are of great importance

Charles de Gaulle signed the Élysée Treaty in 1963. The treaty was intended

for perfume bottles and their outer packaging. UV lamp

to seal the reconciliation between the peoples of Germany and France 18

systems, in particular, are used in the production of the

years after the end of the Second World War. By signing it they were laying the

high-grade finished packaging, as they meet the high and

cornerstone for the close Franco-German alliance. But the relationship between

diverse requirements of these print jobs. The technology

the two countries goes back much further: at the end of the 18th century,

has established itself across the decades and therefore

because of wars, refugees fleeing the revolution and occupying forces, every

a wide range of inks and varnishes are available on the

tenth inhabitant of Berlin was French. Whereas French is still eagerly taught

market. Opening a subsidiary in France therefore quickly

and learnt in schools in our country, German has lost its importance on the

turned into a logical consequence. Five years after the

other side of the Rhine. According to figures released by the Institute Français in

foundation of IST Metz GmbH itself, IST France was set up

Cologne, the most common second language in France after English is Spanish.

as the first foreign subsidiary.

The beret – the globally recognised mistake
The Basque region is actually associated with France
rather than Spain. All the more remarkable that there is
no greater cliché than the image of a Frenchman wearing

L’art de manger

a beret. The world famous head garment is threatened

Talking of clichés and stereotypes, the thought of French cuisine presents itself

with disappearance today. Demand has plunged greatly,

straight away. L’art de vivre, the art of living is quite often synonymous with the

and Béatex in south-west France, the last manufacture

art of food in France. The fact that the Unesco Committee has declared French

of the original beret, went into liquidation a few years

cuisine world heritage also pays testament to this. Food is not simply nutrition

ago. Besides, it was Napoléon III, who was delighted by

but is celebrated. Food is an event. The French take pleasure in cultivating their

the athletic Basques wearing just such a beret and gave

reputation as food connoisseurs; not least because to live in the lap of luxury,

his name to the beret while taking the waters in Biarritz.

according to the German version of the saying, is to live like God in France. Our

They were originally worn by shepherds in the countryside

neighbours reach for a champagne glass over 160 million times a year. Sales for

of Béarn, although no one ever mentioned this to the

the rest of the world combined total around 150 million bottles. They also hold

emperor. This mistake of the ‘beret’ is therefore no longer

top position in the wine stakes. A Frenchman will drink an average of 54 litres of

quite so surprising.

wine each year, virtually twice as much as a German.
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Hartmut Müller
Managing director IST France SARL

“France offers an ideal market for UV technology,
particularly in packaging printing”

IST France SARL

or spirits, such as champagne

industry and in car and aircraft

Founded in July 1983, seven col-

and cognac because of the high

manufacture. As many producers of

leagues have been offering IST

intensity of the inks, UV varnishes

fashion and cosmetics grew older,

customers in France an expert

for matt and gloss effects and, of

their companies were bought up

service locally for 35 years. Star-

course also the quick subsequent

by luxury manufacturers to form

ting out on the site in Paris,

processing,” says Müller.

conglomerates. The market for UV
applications in France is undergoing

IST France has been located in
Viry-Châtillon, around 20 kilometres

The market for luxury packaging

a change, as the associated family-

south of the capital, since 1999. Hart-

continued to grow until the mid-90s.

run printing shops are also being

mut Müller, who has been working for

Then the UV-printed plastic backing

bought up. This is not a cause for

IST France since 1989, is responsible

materials, for example, credit and

concern,

for managing the subsidiary and sel-

phone cards, came into fashion,

Müller is positive about the future:

ling the systems.

and IST France took the lead in web

however,

and

Hartmut

applications. Labels also experienced

“Currently there are clear signals

a massive upswing because of the

that the sustained demand for

served the very large French

many

new technologies associated with

market for luxury packaging. Even

that worked primarily for the wine

UV and LED applications is rising

then, the benefits of UV technology

industry. At the same time, there was

quickly, both in printing and in

were very apparent for printing

a variety of industry and converting

industry.”

packaging for perfumes, cosmetics

applications, such as in the flooring

“Even 35 years ago, IST France

30

family-run

printing

shops
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Flexible
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ITL
IST UK

IST BENELUX
ITL
IST AMERICA

IST FRANCE

IST NORDIC
AUTHORIZED
DEALER
IST METZ GMBH
IST ITALIA

ITL KOREA

UV-IST IBÉRICA

ITL
IST CHINA

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

IST METZ SEA

ITL
IST EAST ASIA

Follow us now
for the latest news on
social media and connect
with us worldwide.
www.energy-in-light.
blogspot.com/

ITL LATIN
AMERICA

www.youtube.com/istmetz1
AUTHORIZED
DEALER

Global
networks
34

www.linkedin.com/
company/ist-metz-gmbh

www.facebook.com/istmetz

www.xing.com/
companies/istmetzgmbh
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